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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR NETWORK 
INTERFACE CARD LOAD BALANCING AND 

PORTAGGREGATION 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates generally to computer networks, 
and more particularly to software drivers used for control 
ling network interface cards. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Computers are increasingly being coupled together into 

computer networks. In typical networks, hardware devices 
known as network interface cards (NICs) are used by com 
puter systems to enable them to communicate over networks 
with other computer systems. Commonly, NICs are avail 
able as plug in devices that are connected to a computers 
interface bus (e.g., PCI Bus), or are built directly into a com 
puter's mother board. Traditionally, a computer's NIC 
enables communication over a single computer network, 
such as a Local Area Network (LAN), which may include a 
multitude of switches and network devices. Through these 
network devices, remote hosts are capable of communicat 
ing with other similarly connected remote hosts or to a 
server computer system. Through these networks, remote 
hosts are able to, for example, request data from a server 
computer system, and the server computer system is able to 
transfer the requested data to the requesting host over the 
network. In response to the increased demand for resources 
stored on networked server computers, many NICs are now 
capable of communicating over more than one network. In 
this manner, data stored on one server computer system may 
be accessed by hosts coupled to different networks (e.g., 
different LANs). 

FIG. 1 is a graphical illustration of a server computer 
system 20 having a NIC 30 that is coupled to more than one 
local area network. In this example, NIC 30 is a single card 
having four ports, where each of the four ports is connected 
to a different network. As such, NIC 30 is connected to a 
LAN-1 10, a LAN-2 12, a LAN-3 14 and a LAN-4 16, that 
enables an increased number of users to access data stored 
on server computer system 20. In this arrangement, each port 
of NIC 30 is capable of processing received (RX) data (and 
requests for data) from remote hosts in addition to transmit 
ting (Tx) data to remote hosts connected to one of the LANs 
shown in FIG. 1. Another traditional way of connecting 
server computer system 20 to multiple networks is to install 
a plurality of single port NICs (one for each network) to the 
interface bus of the server computer system 20. As is the 
case in multiple port NICs, each port of each NIC is capable 
of performing receive and transmit functions over its dedi 
cated NIC. 

Because NIC30 is responsible for providing the commu 
nication path between a multitude of remote hosts, the load 
ing experienced by NICS installed on a server computer sys 
tem 20 are far greater than the typical loads experienced by 
NICs installed on the individual remote hosts. By way of 
example, server computer system 20 typically receives a few 
short requests from the remote hosts and then responds by 
transmitting out a great deal of data to the requesting hosts. 
In addition, because NIC 30 is only able to transmit out to 
each network at a fixed bandwidth (e.g., about 10 Mbps/100 
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2 
Mbps), the server computer system 20 will unfortunately be 
tied up responding to data transmit request for extended peri 
ods of time. 

Another common problem with conventional NICs is that 
access to server computer system 20 may be completely 
blocked-off to an entire network whenever one port fails to 
operate properly. By way of example, if port P. fails, all 
hosts connected to LAN-1 10 will be prevented from access 
ing data stored on server computer system 20. AS is well 
known, port failures are common, and are typically caused 
by network overloads, NIC software driver bugs, NIC link 
interface failures, and NIC hardware failures. In any event, 
when a failure occurs, a large number of users attempting to 
access or transfer data between the server computer system 
20 will be unable to accomplish their networking task. 
Typically, when a NIC port (e.g., port P.) failure occurs, the 
server computer system 20 is typically shut down to all net 
work traffic (i.e., LANs 10, 12, 14, and 16) while network 
technicians trouble shoot and fix the NIC port failure. Of 
course, network repairs may disable a network for several 
hours or even days. 
As businesses continue to intensely network their 

operations, port failures will unfortunately lead to Substan 
tial losses in worker productivity. For example, many com 
panies use a central server to network their employees that 
may be located in several remote office locations. As such, 
when the port servicing a particular office goes down, that 
entire office will be unable access shared data stored in the 
central server. NIC port failures are also common in large 
corporations such as, banks, hotel chains, and airlines that 
critically depend on real-time access to data stored on a cen 
tral server computer. Consequently, NIC port failures are 
commonly to blame for significant yearly losses in revenue 
as well as lower customer satisfaction. 

In view of the foregoing, there is a need for a network 
interface card(s) (NICs) that provide increased load balanc 
ing transmit throughput to networks connected to the NIC, 
while providing resilient backup capabilities that enable 
continues data transferring connections when port failures 
occur. Further, there is a need for NIC software drivers to 
intelligently detect port failures and automatically redistrib 
ute data transfer loads over functioning NIC ports. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Broadly speaking, the present invention fills these needs 
by providing methods and apparatus for increasing through 
put in a load balancing manner over a multi-port NIC. Each 
port of the multi-port NIC preferably has its own link to the 
network, hub, or switch, which enables the multi-port NIC to 
reconfigure automatically to recover from a port failure. The 
multi-port NIC, driven by a smart NIC driver preferably 
reconfigures the multi-port driver by redistributing the load 
(both transmit and receive) over the remaining active ports. 
It should be appreciated that the present invention can be 
implemented in numerous ways, including as a process, an 
apparatus, a system, a device, a method, or a computer read 
able medium. Several inventive embodiments of the present 
invention are described below. 

In one embodiment, a process for driving a network inter 
face card is disclosed. The process includes monitoring the 
status of a plurality of ports connected between a computer 
and a network. Detecting a failure in one of the plurality of 
ports connected to the network. Re-assigning data transmit 
ted over the failed one of the plurality of ports to an active 
port of the plurality of ports selected in a round robin tech 
nique. The process further including receiving data over one 
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of the plurality of ports designated as a primary receiving 
port. In a preferred embodiment, when the failed one of the 
plurality of ports is the primary receiving port, the receiving 
tasks are assigned to a next active port selected in a round 
robin technique. 

In another embodiment, a method for transmitting and 
receiving data over a network from a server computer system 
is disclosed. The method includes connecting a plurality of 
ports between the server computer system and the network 
for communicating with a plurality of remote hosts coupled 
to the network. Transmitting a load of data through the plu 
rality of ports to the plurality of remote hosts. Detecting a 
failure in one of the plurality of ports during a transmit to a 
selected one of the plurality of remote hosts. The method 
further includes redistributing the load of data assigned to 
the failed one of the plurality of ports to an available port of 
the plurality of ports. Preferably, data is received through 
one of the plurality of ports designated as a primary receiv 
ing port. 

In yet a further embodiment, a computer readable media 
containing program instructions for driving a network inter 
face card is disclosed. The computer readable media 
includes program instructions for monitoring a status of a 
plurality of ports connected between a computer and a net 
work. Program instructions for building a port resolution 
table indexing connections to at least one remote host that is 
communicating through a selected one of the plurality of 
ports. The computer readable media further includes pro 
gram instructions for periodically updating the port resolu 
tion table after a predetermined time-out. Preferably, the at 
least one remote host is assigned host parameters identifying 
a media access control address of the at least one remote 
host, a number assigned to the selected one of the plurality of 
ports, and a timer. 

In still another embodiment, a computer readable media 
containing program instructions for driving a network inter 
face card is disclosed. The computer readable media 
includes program instructions for monitoring a status of a 
plurality of ports connected between a computer and a net 
work. Program instructions for detecting a failure in one of 
the plurality of ports connected to the network. Program 
instructions for re-assigning data transmitted over the failed 
one of the plurality of ports to an active port of the plurality 
of ports selected in a round robin technique. The computer 
readable media further includes program instructions for 
receiving data over one of the plurality of ports designated as 
a primary receiving port. 

In another embodiment, an apparatus for driving a net 
work interface card is disclosed. That apparatus includes 
means for monitoring a status of a plurality of ports con 
nected between a computer and a network. Means for detect 
ing a failure in one of the plurality of ports connected to the 
network. Means for re-assigning data transmitted over the 
failed one of the plurality of ports to an active port of the 
plurality of ports selected in a round robin technique. The 
apparatus further includes means for receiving data over one 
of the plurality of ports designated as a primary receiving 
port. 

Advantageously, the embodiments of the present inven 
tion provide a multi-port network interface card having a 
plurality of ports connected to a single network, and a Smart 
network interface driver for controlling the functions of the 
multi-port card and interactions with existing server operat 
ing systems. As such, it should be appreciated that no 
changes are required to be made to existing operating sys 
tems or other applications to take advantage of the increased 
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4 
throughput and redundancy provided in accordance with the 
present invention. Further, all internal load balancing and 
aggregation provides a resilient network interface card that 
automatically reconfigures itself in case of failure to one or 
more of the ports, and the re-configuration occurs in real 
time without requiring operator intervention. These and 
other aspects and advantages of the invention will become 
apparent from the following detailed description, taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, illustrating by 
way of example the principles of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention will be readily understood by the 
following detailed description in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals 
designate like structural elements, and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a graphical illustration of a server computer 
system including a network interface card (NIC) coupled to 
more than one local area network. 

FIG. 2 is a pictorial diagram of a server computer system 
having multi-port NICs connected to a plurality of networks 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

FIG.3 shows a more detailed diagram of a multi-port NIC 
connected to a network in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 shows a table containing status, function, ports, 
MAC addresses, and source addresses of the exemplary net 
work connections illustrated in FIG. 3 in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 5A is an overview flowchart diagram illustrating the 
method operations associated with implementing a multi 
port NIC in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIGS. 5B through 5D illustrate exemplary graphical user 
interfaces (GUI) for set-up and configuration of the multi 
port NIC in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 6 is a more detailed flowchart diagram of the initial 
ization performed by a smart NIC driver in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 7A illustrates the method operations associated with 
performing transmits (TX) through the various ports of the 
multi-port NIC in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 7B and 7C illustrate a port resolution table (PRT) 
timing routine performed in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the method operations performed in 
selecting a new port when a current port is inactive or is not 
currently listed in the PRT table in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart diagram of the method operations 
performed in conducting the port resolution table timer rou 
tine in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 10 is a flowchart diagram illustrating the method 
operations associated with performing a link check timer 
(LCT) routine in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system for carrying out the processing according to the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

An invention is described for methods and apparatus for 
increasing throughput in a load balancing manner over a 
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multi-port NIC. The present invention also provides a smart 
NIC driver for managing loads over the multi-port NIC and 
redistributing loads over active ports when failures occur 
with a given port of the multi-port NIC. In the following 
description, numerous specific details are set forth in order 
to provide a thorough understanding of the present inven 
tion. It will be obvious, however, to one skilled in the art, that 
the present invention may be practiced without some or all of 
these specific details. In other instances, well known process 
operations have not been described in detail in order not to 
unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 

In one embodiment, the multi-port NIC is well suited for 
server computer systems that are required to transfer large 
amounts of data over a network in response to numerous 
short data requests. Preferably, the multi-port NIC of the 
present invention has each of its ports linked to the network, 
hub, or Switch, and each port acts as an independent NIC 
having an associated bandwidth. Accordingly, the multi-port 
NIC of the present invention is capable of simultaneously 
transmitting data over each of the ports to a particular remote 
host located within a network with an aggregated bandwidth. 
By way of example, if each port of the multi-port NIC has a 
bandwidth of 100 Mbps, and the multi-port NIC is a 4-port 
card, the total aggregated bandwidth can be 400 Mbps, or 
higher for NICs with additional ports. Further, when ever a 
port of the multi-port NIC fails, the Smart NIC driver that 
controls the operability of the multi-port NIC will automati 
cally redistribute the load over the remaining ports that 
remain active. 

FIG. 2 is a pictorial diagram of a server computer system 
120 being connected to a plurality of networks 110a–110n in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
Server computer system 120 has a random access memory 
(RAM) block 122 that has loaded therein an operating sys 
tem 124 and a smart NIC driver 126. Generally, operating 
system 124 can be any suitable operating system including, 
Unix, DOS, Microsoft Windows 95, Microsoft Windows 
NT, Netware, Macintosh OS, etc. RAM block 122 is shown 
in communication with a PCI bus 128, which is also used to 
couple one or more multi-port NICs 130. In one 
embodiment, one multi-port NIC 130 is used to connect to a 
distinct network (e.g., LAN). 

Preferably, the present invention uses a “single' instance 
of the smart NIC driver 126 to control each port of the multi 
port NIC 130. In this manner, the operating system 124 is 
capable of interfacing with the smart NIC driver 126 to con 
trol the multiple ports of a multi-port NIC 130 in a manner 
that is transparent to the operating system 124. That is, 
although smart NIC driver 126 is controlling multiple ports 
to a single network, its interface with existing operating sys 
tems will be essentially identical to software drivers used to 
conventionally control data flow through a single port. 
Therefore, the Smart NIC driver 126 is seamlessly able to 
communicate with any of the well established network pro 
tocols controlled by operating system 124, including TCP/ 
IP Netware and NetBEUI. 

In the example of FIG. 2, one multi-port NIC 130 is 
shown having ports P, P, P and P connected to a 
Network-A 110a, that may have a multitude of hosts 132 
connected to hubs, switches and routers within Network-A 
110a. It should be understood that server 120 is capable of 
being networked to a number of separate networks by cou 
pling associated multi-port NICs 130 to the PCI bus 128. 
Further, although only four ports are shown associated with 
each multi-port NIC 130, it should be understood that any 
number of ports may be added to Suit the throughput needs 
of a particular system. As mentioned above, because each 
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6 
port of the multi-port NIC 130 has the data transfer capabili 
ties of an independent NIC card, the transmit (Tx) through 
put is aggregated by the number of ports in the multi-port 
NIC 130. Further, in one embodiment, the multi-port NIC 
130 may include 12 internal independent NIC cards that 
make up 12 associated ports. In still another embodiment, 
the multi-port NIC 130 may include '3” 4-port cards to pro 
duce a combined number of 12 associated ports. In any 
event, each of the described ports should be understood to 
have the capabilities of an independent NIC. As an example, 
in one embodiment, multi-port NIC 130 can function to 
transmit about 1,200 Mbps (about 1.2 gigabits) by including 
12 ports, each having data transfer rates of 100 Mbps. 
FIG.3 shows a more detailed diagram of a multi-port NIC 

130 connected to a network 110 in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. As shown, multi-port 
NIC 130 has ports P. P. P., and P connected to node 
inputs on a switch 140 located within network 110. Further, 
each port of Multi-port NIC 130 has an associated Ethernet 
media access control (MAC) address assigned to each port. 
As such, when port P. communicates with switch 140, 
switch 140 will know which port of multi-port NIC 130 
transmitted the data to switch 140 by inspecting the source 
address “SA’ of any received packet. In a similar manner, if 
ports P, P or P transmit data through switch 140, switch 
140 will be able to ascertain the MAC address of each of 
those respective ports transferring data to network 110. 
To manage packet Switching, Switch 140 typically creates 

routing tables and stores packet data in queues before rout 
ing the data to its destination, which may be any one or more 
Hosts 132a through 132n, that may be connected to switch 
140 of network 110. Although only one switch has been 
illustrated for ease of description, it should be understood 
that typical networks include a multitude of network devices 
interconnecting a plurality of hosts through many hubs, 
Switches, repeaters, bridges and routers. 

FIG. 4 shows a table containing status, function, ports, 
MAC addresses, and source addresses of the exemplary net 
work connections illustrated in FIG. 3 in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. In this 
embodiment, port P is designated as a primary receiving 
(RX) port as well as a transmitting (TX) port, while ports P. 
Ps and P are designated as transmit ports TX, Tx and Tx, 
respectively. As mentioned above, each port will also have 
an associated MAC address that is appended to outgoing 
packets as a source address "SA'. Accordingly, when pack 
ets are transmitted through port P, each packet will neces 
sarily have the SA-1 associated with MAC-1. 

It is important to note that each one of the ports P. P. P. 
and P. may transmit data through Switch 140 at the same 
time in a load balanced manner which advantageously 
enables multi-port NIC 130 to increase its transmit through 
put. For example, assume that ports P, P and P are cur 
rently transmitting packets through switch 140 of network 
110, and when a new transmit request is received for a new 
host (currently not in the PRT table) by multi-port NIC 130, 
the Smart NIC driver 126 of FIG. 2 will examine each of the 
transmit ports TX, TX, TX and TX. Based on this 
examination, the smart NIC driver 126 will determine 
weather any port is currently free (i.e., not transmitting data), 
and then assign the new transmit request to the next free 
port, chosen in a round robin manner. In this example, port 
P is free, and therefore smart NIC driver 126 will assign the 
new data transmit request to port P. On the other hand, if no 
free port remained, the smart NIC driver 126 would be con 
figured to assign the new packet transmit request to the least 
busiest port (i.e., the port having the lightest load) currently 
transmitting to network 110. 
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As mentioned above, port P is preferably designated as 
the primary receive (RX) port assigned all receiving tasks of 
packet data coming from Hosts 132a through 132n shown 
connected to network 110. Because NICs resident in server 
computers are typically requested to transmit out Substan 
tially more data than it is required to receive, only one port is 
actually necessary for efficiently performing the receive 
functions of multi-port NIC 130. However, if port P. fails for 
any reason, smart NIC driver 126 will automatically 
re-assign the receive (RX) tasks to the next active port (in a 
round robin orientation) of multi-port NIC 130. Once 
assigned to the next active port, the port that is now assigned 
with the receiving task will also be assigned the Ethernet 
MAC address of port P. In this manner, all upper layer 
protocols will continue sending data to the same destination 
address "DA' associated with the Ethernet MAC address of 
P. 

It is important to point out that because the primary Rx's 
Ethernet MAC address is assigned the port taking over the 
receiving functions, all external hosts connected to the net 
work 110 will be unable to tell a difference in the internal 
and transparent re-assignment of server 120 receiving func 
tions. As such, the internal re-assignment of the primary RX 
Ethernet MAC address is transparently controlled by the 
Smart NIC driver 126, and all that external hosts understand 
is that the multi-port NIC 130 is continuing to function 
Smoothly and uninterrupted. 

In one embodiment, if the primary RX Ethernet MAC 
address is re-assigned to another port, the port newly 
assigned with the receiving RX functions will also transmit 
(Tx) using the source address “SA’ of the primary. By way 
of example, assuming that the primary RX port P were to 
fail, and the next active port was port P., then when port P. 
transmits a packet over the network, that transmitted packet 
will have the source address SA-1 associated with P. As 
will be described in greater detail with reference to FIG. 10, 
the smart NIC driver 126 is set to perform a link check timer 
(LCT) routine for determining the status of all ports of the 
multi-port NIC 130. During the LCT routine, if the primary 
RX comes up (i.e., returns to an active state) from the its 
failed state, the Smart NIC driver 126 will perform logical 
operations to ascertain whether it is proper to re-assign the 
receiving tasks to the primary RX port P. In any event, the 
smart NIC driver 126 is well suited to detect failures in any 
of the multiple ports (including the primary RX port), and 
then perform load balancing to re-assign the load to the 
remaining active ports of the multi-port NIC 130. 

In a like manner, if any one of the transmit ports, e.g., port 
P. fails at any point during a transmission, the load assigned 
to port P will be redistributed in a round robin manner to the 
next active and free port of multi-port NIC 130. However, if 
all ports that remain active are currently busy (i.e., not free), 
then the load of port P will be assigned to the least busiest 
of the remaining ports, thereby enabling efficient load bal 
ancing over the remaining active ports. 

FIG. 5A is an overview flowchart diagram illustrating the 
method operations associated with implementing a multi 
port NIC 130 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. The method begins at an operation 502 
where a multi-port NIC 130 is connected to a network as 
shown in FIG. 3. By way of example, if multi-port NIC 130 
is a 4-port card, then each port of multi-port NIC 130 will be 
connected to a node of the network 110, which may include 
a switch 140, a hub, a bridge, a router, a repeater or other 
network interconnection device. In a preferred embodiment, 
multi-port NIC 130 is preferably installed to a PCI bus 128 
of a server computer system 120 or other network device 
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8 
requiring the ability to transmit at increased load balancing 
throughput while ensuring Superior fail-over resiliency in 
case one or more ports fail to operate properly. 
Once multi-port NIC 130 has been installed into a com 

puter and connected to a network, the method proceeds to an 
operation 504 where a multi-port NIC 130 configuration 
panel is called up in the form of a graphical user interface 
(GUI). The method then proceeds to an operation 506 where 
port configuration is performed for each port in the multi 
port NIC 130 to ascertain the bandwidth (e.g., 10 Mbps, 100 
Mbps, etc.) of each port. By way of example, as shown in 
FIG. 5B below, a port configuration GUI 520 is shown hav 
ing an available network port window 524 listing all ports 
that may be connected to the multi-port NIC 130. In one 
embodiment, the ports displayed in available network ports 
window 524 are provided from an operating system registry 
which holds all available network ports that have been previ 
ously installed. 
By default, the connection type for the available network 

ports is set to “auto detect default connection” which is con 
figured to ascertain the type of connection associated with 
each of the particular ports. However, if the user desires to 
manually change the connection types, the connection types 
window 522 may be modified through the drop-down list 
box to make an appropriate change. Once the changes are 
made, the apply icon button is preferably selected to imple 
ment the newly entered connection types. 

Referring back to FIG. 5A, once each port has been con 
figured for bandwidth in FIG. 5B, the method proceeds to an 
operation 508 where grouping of selected configured ports is 
performed to attain desired load balancing for the groups. By 
way of example, once port configuration has been performed 
in FIG. 5B and the OK icon has been selected from ports 
configuration GUI 520, a port aggregation GUI 530 is pre 
sented to the user as shown in FIG. 5C. In port aggregation 
GUI 530, the user is able to create groups by selecting ports 
from the available network ports list 534 and then adding 
and removing ports through buttons 542. 
By way of example, when a port is selected from the 

available port list 534 and the ADD button 542a is clicked, 
the selected port will be shifted to a group ports list 536. Of 
course, ports may also be removed from the group ports list 
536 by clicking remove button 542b after a port is selected 
from the group ports list 536. Once the selected ports are 
moved in or out of the group ports list 536, the user may 
name that group in a groups window 540, where a link check 
time-out is provided. As will be described in greater detail 
below, the link check time-out (LCT) is used to check the 
activity of the selected ports during operation. In the 
example shown, the LCT time is set to 10 seconds, however, 
the LCT timer may be set to any number of seconds between 
about 1 second and about 20 seconds. 

If the user selects the status icon 548 within the port 
aggregation GUI 530, a port aggregation window 540 of 
FIG. 5D is provided to graphically display whether any of 
the ports within a particular group is active or inactive. For 
example, window 544 illustrates that Group 1 (having ports 
P. P. and Ps) has port P. 544a in an inactive state, which is 
indicated by a cross-out icon, or may be indicated by any 
other graphical indicator signaling inactivity. However, port 
P and port P are shown currently active. To ascertain the 
load activity of a particular port, the user may simply select 
the icon of a particular port, e.g., port P., and data for the 
number of bytes received per second and the number of 
bytes transmitted per second, are displayed to the user in 
status window 546. 
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Returning to FIG. 5A, once the ports are configured and 
the groups are configured for load balancing in operations 
506 and 508, the method proceeds to an operation 510 where 
the smart NIC driver 126 initializes the ports and groups 
selected by the user through the graphical user interfaces. 
Once smart NIC driver 126 has completed its initialization 
task, the method may proceed to an operation 512 where the 
multi-port NIC 130 transmits and receives over the network 
through the control of the Smart NIC driver 126. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, the install and set-up of load balancing 
for the multi-port NIC 130 may be conducted through the 
above described GUIs loaded in a Windows based machine. 

FIG. 6 is a more detailed flowchart diagram of operation 
510 of FIG. 5 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. The initialization of the ports and the 
groups begins at an operation 602 where the smart NIC 
driver 126 reads the operating system registry entries for 
each port and initializes the ports. For example, the ports 
configured for each group in FIG.5C are initialized to ascer 
tain the connection types for the associated ports. In one 
embodiment, the initialization also includes the transmission 
of a packet by the transmitting ports other than the primary 
RX (i.e., TX, TX and TX) to the primary RX port in order to 
Verify that the transmitting ports are indeed connected to one 
network. By way of example, assume that the network 
administrator erroneously connected one port, e.g., port P. 
that is shown connected to network A 110a of FIG. 2, to 
network N 110n, then the Rx port would not receive the 
transmitted packet sent by Tx. As such, if the packet is not 
received from Tx., then the smart NIC driver 126 would 
known during the initialization process that port P is not 
connected to network A 110a, and therefore the Smart NIC 
driver 126 will not send packets through port P. 

Next, the method proceeds to an operation 604 where the 
smart NIC driver 126 creates registry groups from the regis 
try values associated with the groups configured through the 
graphical user interfaces. Once the Smart NIC driver 126 
creates the groups as shown in FIG. 5D, the method pro 
ceeds to an operation 606 where the smart NIC driver 126 
initializes the configuration values and start time-out values 
associated with the multi-port NIC 130. By way of example, 
the start time-out values include a port resolution table 
(PRT) timer and a link check timer (LCT). As will be 
described in greater detail below, the PRT time is used to 
march through a PRT table and remove entries for those 
hosts that are not in use for a predetermined period of time, 
and the LCT timer is used to monitor the activity of all ports 
for another predetermined period of time. As such, these 
timers assist in efficient load balancing among active ports of 
the multi-port NIC 130. Once the configuration values and 
start time-out values are initialized in operation 606, the 
method proceeds to operation 512 of FIG. 5. 

FIG. 7A illustrates the method operations associated with 
performing transmits (TX) through the various ports of the 
multi-port NIC 130 in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. The method begins at an operation 702 
where the multi-port NIC 130 receives a request from an 
upper layer to transmit packets to a networked remote host. 
By way of example, the application layer which may be a 
Ping application, an FTP application, or a Telnet application 
that communicates with the smart NIC driver 126 that 
enables communication with the multi-port NIC 130 (to per 
form the desired transmit requests). 
The method then proceeds to an operation 704 where the 

destination Ethernet media access control (MAC) address is 
retrieved from packets that are to be transmitted over the 
network. By way of example, if a data packet is requested to 
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be transmitted to a remote Host A, then the destination 
address “DA’ of the Host A will be retrieved from the packet 
that is to be transmitted. The method then proceeds to a 
decision operation 706 where it is determined whether the 
retrieved Ethernet MAC address is currently listed in a PRT 
table. 
By way of example, FIG. 7B illustrates a port resolution 

table (PRT) in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. PRT table is essentially a lookup table that 
lists hosts that may be connected to a port of the multi-port 
NIC 130 at a certain point in time. By way of example, when 
a packet is initially assigned to be transmitted to a particular 
Host 132 having an associated destination address “DA, the 
smart NIC driver 126 will examine the 6th byte of the desti 
nation address “DA to obtain an index number to an array 
of 255 entries in the port resolution table (PRT). 

If the examination of the 6th byte of the destination 
address “DA’ of the packet to be transmitted returns, for 
example, a number 3, then the entire destination address 
“DA’ of the packet being transmitted is compared to the 
MAC destination address of any hosts linked to the entry 
indexed in the PRT table. In this example, only one Host C 
132c is linked to index number 3, and therefore the compari 
son of the DA of the packet being sent and the MAC destina 
tion address of Host C 132c should match up. However, as 
will be described below, if there are multiple hosts doubly 
linked to the same index number (i.e., both hosts have the 
same 6th byte) then the comparison is done for those mul 
tiple hosts that are doubly linked. Although destination and 
Source addresses are typically 6 bytes long, comparison are 
preferably performed based on 8 bytes (two words) at one 
time to improve processing efficiency. That is, additional 
Zero values are added to the 6 bytes of the SA and DA to 
ensure that comparisons are based on two words. It should 
be appreciated that this lookup table comparison technique 
is well Suited to reduce the amount of processing required by 
the CPU of the computer containing the multi-port NIC 130, 
thereby reducing the number of possible CPU interrupts. 
Assuming that the first packet to be transferred through 

multi-port NIC 130 (i.e., when none of the ports are cur 
rently in use) is a packet destined for Host C 132c as 
described above, then the first available port P will be 
selected in a round robin selection technique. As pictorially 
shown in FIG. 7B, Host C 132c (being linked to index num 
ber 3 of the PRT table) has an associated parameters box 750 
identifying port P as the selected port, a timer set to “1,” 
indicating current transmission, a HOSTC MAC destination 
address of Host C 132c, a pointer to index number 3 at one 
end, and a pointer to null at the other end. The pointer to null 
indicates that there are no other hosts sharing the same 6th 
byte of their MAC destination addresses. However, Host A 
132a and Host B 132b do share the same 6th byte of their 
MAC destination address and therefore, are coupled in a 
doubly-linked manner, where a parameters box 752 of Host 
A 132a points to index 70 at one end, and points to Host Bat 
the other end. In a like manner, a parameters box 754 of Host 
B 132b points to Host A 132a at one end and points to null at 
the other end. 

Continuing with the example of FIG. 7B, the second 
packet transfer performed by Multi-port NIC 130 was desig 
nated for Host A 132a, and the next succeeding data transfer 
was directed for Host B 132b. Because port assignment is 
carried out in a round robin technique, ports P and P will 
be assigned to Host A 132a and Host B132b, respectively. In 
a like manner, when Host N 132n is requested as the desig 
nated remote host, the smart NIC 126 will select the next 
available port, which is port P as shown in a parameters box 
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756 associated with Host N 132n. It should be understood 
that data transfers may be performed simultaneously through 
each of the transmit ports and therefore, are shown having a 
number “1” in the timers of parameter boxes 750, 752, 754, 
and 756. 

As will be described with reference to FIG. 9 below, a 
PRT timer routine is controlled by the smart NIC driver 126 
which scans all indices of the PRT table and associated con 
nected hosts to determine whether they are or are not 
actively transmitting data. In an initial scan, if the timer is 
currently set to “1,” then the timer will be changed to “O'” if 
the port is inactive. After a predetermined time-out, the 
smart NIC 126 will again scan all indices (i.e., from 0 to 
255) of the PRT table and associated hosts, and again change 
all timers that are currently set to “1,” to “0” However, if the 
timer is already set to “0” the smart NIC driver 126 will 
remove the connection to that remote host, and thereby make 
the port assigned to that host free. 

Returning to FIG. 7A, if it is determined in operation 706 
that the MAC destination address of a desired remote host is 
currently listed in the PRT table of FIG. 7B, then the method 
will proceed to a decision operation 708 where it is deter 
mined if the port for the Ethernet MAC address is active. For 
example, if the host is inactive due to a link failure or port 
failure, it will be considered in-active in operation 708. As 
shown in FIG. 7B, if data is to be transmitted to a particular 
remote host having an associated Ethernet MAC address, 
and a port was previously assigned to transmit to that remote 
host, all future packets destined for that remote host will 
preferably be queued up for transmission through that port. 
By way of example, because a connection exists in Host C 
132c through port P, all data targeted for Host C will con 
tinue to pass through port P. until a failure occurs. 

Alternatively, if it is determined in operation 708 that the 
port for the Ethernet MAC address is not active, the method 
will proceed to an operation 710 where a new port is selected 
for transmission to a desired remote host. Once a new port is 
selected from the remaining active ports (or least busiest) in 
a round robin technique, the method will proceed to an 
operation 712 where the packet(s) are transmitted over the 
port to the desired Ethernet MAC address of the recipient 
host. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the method operations performed in 
selecting a new port as described in operation 710 of FIG. 
7A in accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. This method begins at an operation 802 where selection 
of a new port is performed by proceeding to the next active 
port in a round robin orientation. For example, if multi-port 
NIC 130 is a 4-port card and selection begins at port P, then 
the next port in a round robin orientation will be port P., then 
port P., then port P and then back to port P. Once the next 
active port is selected in operation 802, the method proceeds 
to a decision operation 804 where it is determined if the next 
port in the round robin orientation is free. That is, the port is 
free if it is currently not transmitting packet data to a remote 
host, and if it is not indexed to the PRT table of FIG. 7A. If 
the next port is free, then the method will proceed to an 
operation 808 where the free active port is selected for trans 
mission. 

On the other hand, if it is determined that the next port is 
not free in operation 804, the method will proceed to an 
operation 806 where it is determined whether all ports have 
been checked and been determined to have been busy. If all 
ports have been not been checked and been determined to 
have been busy, the method will proceedback to operation 
802 where the method proceeds to select the next active port 
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in a round robin orientation. Once the next active port is 
selected, the method will again proceed to decision opera 
tion 804 where it is determined if this next port is free. If it is 
again determined to not have been free, then the method will 
again proceed to decision operation 806 where it is again 
determined whether all ports have been checked and are 
busy. 
Once all ports have been checked and have been ascer 

tained to be busy, the method will proceed from operation 
806 to operation 810, where the least busiest port is selected 
for transmission. Once the least busiest port has been 
selected for transmission, the method returns to operation 
712 of FIG. 7A. In a like manner, if one port was ascertained 
to be free in operation 808, that port would be selected and 
the method would proceed to operation 712 of FIG. 7A. In 
Sum, the selection of a new port is performed in a load bal 
ancing manner that first determines whether there are any 
free ports that may be used for transmission, and if there are 
no free ports, the method will proceed to select the least 
busiest port for transmission. 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart diagram of the method operations 
performed in conducting a port resolution table (PRT) timer 
routine in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. Once the multi-port NIC 130 has been initialized 
by the Smart NIC driver 126 of FIG. 2, the method proceeds 
to an operation 902 where the routine marches through the 
PRT table entries beginning with entry 0 as shown in FIG. 
7B. Once the method is at entry 0 in the table, the method 
will proceed to a decision operation 904 where it is deter 
mined whether there is a host associated with the current 
PRT table. As shown, entry 0 in PRT table does not currently 
have a linked host, and therefore the method will proceed 
back to operation 902. 

In operation 902, the method will then proceed to the next 
entry in the PRT table. The next entry is entry number 2, 
which again does not satisfy the condition of operation 904, 
therefore, the method will again proceed to operation 902 
where the method moves to entry number 3. Once at entry 
number 3, it is determined in decision operation 904 that 
there is a host associated with the current PRT table entry. At 
this point, the method proceeds to a decision operation 906 
where it is determined whether the time of the parameters 
box. 750 is currently set to “0” In this example, the timer is 
currently shown set to “1,” and therefore the method pro 
ceeds to operation 910 where the PRT timer is re-set to “0” 
as shown in parameters box 750a. 
On the other hand, if it is determined in operation 906 that 

the timer was already set to “0” then the method would 
proceed to operation 908, where the host entry would be 
deleted from the PRT table as shown in FIG. 7C. The 
removal of Host C 132c from the PRT table essentially 
means that port P was idle for at least a predetermined PRT 
timer delay time-out. In one embodiment, the PRT timer 
delay (TIMEOUT) is calibrated for performance optimiza 
tion to a time of between about 4 second and 1 second, and 
most preferably about /2 second. Of source, these preferred 
optimizations may vary depending on network loading as 
well as other factors. 

Once Host C 132c entry is removed from the PRT table as 
shown in FIG. 7C, the method will proceed to an operation 
912 where it is determined whether there is a pointer to a 
next doubly linked host. As shown in FIG. 7B, the param 
eters box 752 of host C 132c do not point to a next doubly 
linked host, and therefore the method will proceed to an 
operation 914. In operation 914 it is determined whether all 
of the 255 entries have already been analyzed. Because in 
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this example all 255 entries have not yet been analyzed, the 
method will proceed back up to operation 902 where the 
method proceeds to the next PRT table entry. Once at the 
next PRT table entry, the method will continue looping 
through operations 904 and 902 until a host is associated 
with a current PRT table entry. As mentioned above, the next 
PRT table entry having a host associated with it is entry 
number 70 as shown in FIG. 7B. At this point, it is deter 
mined if the timer of the parameters box 752 of Host A 132a 
is set to 0. Because the timer is set to “1,” the method will 
proceed to operation 910 where the PRT timer is set to “0” 
Once the timer is set to “0” the method will proceed to 

decision operation 912 where it is determined if there is a 
pointer to a next doubly linked host. Because Host B132b is 
doubly linked to Host A 132a, the method will proceedback 
to operation 906 where it is determined if the timer of the 
parameters box 754 is set to “0” Because the timer is cur 
rently set to “1,” the method will proceed to operation 910 
where the timer is set to “0” On the other hand, if the timer 
had been set to 0 as shown in parameters box 754a, the 
method would have proceeded to operation 908 where the 
host would be deleted from the PRT table as shown in FIG. 
7C. This process will therefore continue until all 255 entries 
have been analyzed and the method will proceed to opera 
tion 916, where the routine will wait for a PRT timer delay 
(TIMEOUT). Once the TIMEOUT is complete, the method 
will again proceed through the PRT timer routine and com 
mence marching through each of the entries beginning with 
0, and checking the timers of each host that is currently 
linked (or doubly-linked) with an entry of the PRT table. 
As mentioned above, if the timer of any host was previ 

ously set to 0 in a prior PRT timer routine, that host will be 
deleted as an entry to the PRT table as described with refer 
ence to operation 908 of FIG. 9. As such, when a host is 
deleted from the PRT table, the port number allocated to that 
host will likewise become available when a new packet 
transfer operation is requested to a new remote host not cur 
rently linked to the table, or the same port link may again be 
re-established. 

FIG. 10 is a flowchart diagram illustrating the method 
operations associated with performing a link check timer 
(LCT) routine in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. The link check timer routine begins at an 
operation 1002 where all ports of the multi-port NIC 130 are 
scanned to determine their status. By way of example, each 
port is examined to ascertain whether it is active or inactive. 
Once all ports have been scanned to determine their status in 
operation 1002, the method proceeds to a decision operation 
1004 where it is determined whether the primary RX port is 
active. As mentioned in FIG. 4 above, port P is preferably 
designated as the primary RX port, which is assigned with all 
receiving tasks while it is active. 

Therefore, if it is determined that the primary RX port is 
active, the method will proceed to a decision operation 1010 
where it is determined if the primary RX port is functioning 
as the receiver. By way of example, if the primary RX port 
had previously failed for any reason, the receiving tasks 
would have been assigned to the next available active port. 
However, assuming that the primary RX port is the receiver, 
the method will proceed to an operation 1016 where the LCT 
timer is re-started. 

On the other hand, if it is determined that the primary RX 
port is not currently the receiver in operation 1010, the 
method would proceed to an operation 1014 where the pri 
mary RX port would be designated as the receiver, because it 
was determined in operation 1004 that the primary RX port 
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was active. Then, once the primary port RX is designated as 
the receiver, the method would proceed to operation 1016 
where the LCT timer would be restarted. Referring back to 
operation 1004, if it is determined that the primary RX port is 
not active, then the method would proceed to a decision 
operation 1006. 

In decision operation 1006, it is determined whether the 
primary RX port is currently designated as the receiver. By 
way of example, assuming that the primary RX port was 
functioning as the receiver, and then failed to operate prop 
erly (i.e., not active) in operation 1004, then the receiving 
tasks would have to be assigned to another port. Therefore, if 
the primary RX port is currently the receiver and it is no 
longer active, the method would proceed to an operation 
1012, where the next active port (selected in a round robin 
orientation) would be designated as the receiver. On the 
other hand, if it was determined in operation 1006 that the 
primary RX port was not the receiver, the method would 
proceed to a decision operation 1008 where it is determined 
if the port designated as the receiver is active. 
By way of example, assuming that the primary RX port 

was not functioning as the receiver, and the port assigned all 
receiving functions also became inactive as determined in 
operation 1008, the method would proceed to operation 
1012 where the next active port would be designated as a 
receiver. On the other hand, if the port designated as the 
receiver in operation 1008 was active, the method would 
proceed to operation 1016 where the LCT timer would be 
re-started as described above. Once the LCT timer is 
restarted in operation 1016, the method will proceed to an 
operation 1018 where a link check timer delay (TIMEOUT) 
would commence. In one embodiment, the LCT time-out is 
preferably set by the user to be between about 1 second and 
about 10 seconds, and most preferably, about 2 seconds. Of 
course, these LCT time-out parameters may be modified 
outside the preferred times to fit well within networks of 
varying load requirements. After the TIMEOUT of operation 
1018, the method will proceed through the link check timer 
routine again as described above. 

Tables A through D below illustrate the re-assignment of 
receiver functions to the active ports when the port assigned 
the receiving functions fails to operate due to Software 
errors, hardware errors, network over-loading errors, or a 
combination thereof. In table A below, all ports are currently 
active, and the primary RX port P is assigned all receiving 
functions. As such, each port will have its own MAC 
address, and transmits will be performed with their own 
Source addresses attached to the packet. 

TABLE A 

MAC Source 
Ports Address Address 

Port P. (Active) (Primary RX) MAC-1 SA-1 
* Receiver 
Port P. (Active) MAC-2 SA-2 
Port P. (Active) MAC-3 SA-3 
Port P. (Active) MAC-4 SA-4 

When port P. fails for any reason, the smart NIC driver 
126 will look to the next active port, and assign the receiving 
functions to that port. As illustrated in Table B below, port P. 
is now the receiver. As mentioned above, because port P is 
now the receiver, it will be assigned the MAC address of port 
P, and when port P. transmits out, it will transmit packets 
with the source address SA-1 of port P. 
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TABLE B 

MAC Source 
Ports Address Address 

Port P. (Down) (Primary RX) MAC-1 SA-1 
Port P. (Down) MAC-1 SA-1 
* Receiver 
Port P. (Active) MAC-3 SA-3 
Port P. (Active) MAC-4 SA-4 

If after an LCT timer routine it is determined that port P. 
is no longer active (operation 1008), then the Smart NIC 
driver 126 will designate the next active port as the receiver. 
As shown in Table C below, the next active port is port P. 
Because port P is now the receiver, it will be assigned the 
MAC address of the primary RX port P. and any transmits 
performed from port P will have the source address SA-1. 

TABLE C 

MAC Source 
Ports Address Address 

Port P. (Down) (Primary RX) MAC-1 SA-1 
Port P., (Down) MAC-2 SA-2 
Port P. (Active) MAC-1 SA-1 
* Receiver 
Port P. (Active) MAC-4 SA-4 

When the link check timer routine is performed again 
after the predetermined timeout, the Smart NIC driver 126 
will proceed to decision operation 1004 where it will be 
determined that the primary RX port P1 is again active as 
shown in Table D below. As such, the primary RX port will 
be once again designated as the receiver as described in 
operation 1014, after it is determined that the primary RX 
port was not the receiver in operation 1010, and shown in 
Table C above. 

TABLED 

MAC Source 
Ports Address Address 

Port P. (Active) (Primary RX) MAC-1 SA-1 
* Receiver 
Port P. (Down) MAC-2 SA-2 
Port P. (Active) MAC-3 SA-3 
Port P. (Active) MAC-4 SA-4 

The present invention may be implemented using any type 
of integrated circuit logic or software driven computer 
implemented operations. By way of example, a hardware 
description language (HDL) based design and synthesis pro 
gram may be used to design the silicon-level circuitry neces 
sary to appropriately perform the data and control operations 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. By way of example, a VHDLR hardware description 
language available from IEEE of New York, N.Y. may be 
used to design an appropriate silicon-level layout. Although 
any suitable design tool may be used, another layout tool 
may include a hardware description language “Verilog.R.' 
tool available from Cadence Design Systems, Inc. of Santa 
Clara, Calif. 
The invention may also employ various computer 

implemented operations involving data stored in computer 
systems. These operations are those requiring physical 
manipulation of physical quantities. Usually, though not 
necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or 
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magnetic signals capable of being Stored, transferred, 
combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. Further, 
the manipulations performed are often referred to in terms, 
Such as producing, identifying, determining, or comparing. 
Any of the operations described herein that form part of 

the invention are useful machine operations. The invention 
also relates to a device or an apparatus for performing these 
operations. The apparatus may be specially constructed for 
the required purposes, or it may be a general purpose com 
puter selectively activated or configured by a computer pro 
gram stored in the computer. In particular, various general 
purpose machines may be used with computer programs 
written in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may be 
more convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to 
perform the required operations. An exemplary structure for 
the invention is described below. 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system 1100 for carrying out the processing according to the 
invention. The computer system 1100 includes a digital 
computer 1102, a display screen (or monitor) 1104, a printer 
1106, a floppy disk drive 1108, a hard disk drive 1110, a 
network interface 1112, and a keyboard 1114. The digital 
computer 1102 includes a microprocessor 1116, a memory 
bus 1118, random access memory (RAM) 1120, read only 
memory (ROM) 1122, a peripheral bus 1124, and a keyboard 
controller 1126. The digital computer 1100 can be a personal 
computer (Such as an IBM compatible personal computer, a 
Macintosh computer or Macintosh compatible computer), a 
workstation computer (such as a Sun MicroSystems or 
Hewlett-Packard workstation), or some other type of com 
puter. 
The microprocessor 1116 is a general purpose digital pro 

cessor which controls the operation of the computer system 
1100. The microprocessor 1116 can be a single-chip proces 
sor or can be implemented with multiple components. Using 
instructions retrieved from memory, the microprocessor 
1116 controls the reception and manipulation of input data 
and the output and display of data on output devices. 
According to the invention, a particular function of micro 
processor 1116 is to assist in the port aggregation and load 
balancing tasks controlled by smart NIC driver 126 of multi 
port NIC 130. 
The memory bus 1118 is used by the microprocessor 1116 

to access the RAM 1120 and the ROM 1122. The RAM 1120 
is used by the microprocessor 1116 as a general storage area 
and as Scratch-pad memory, and can also be used to store 
input data and processed data. The ROM 1122 can be used to 
store instructions or program code followed by the micro 
processor 1116 as well as other data. 
The peripheral bus 1124 is used to access the input, 

output, and storage devices used by the digital computer 
1102. In the described embodiment, these devices include 
the display screen 1104, the printer device 1106, the floppy 
disk drive 1108, the hard disk drive 1110, and the network 
interface 1112. The keyboard controller 1126 is used to 
receive input from keyboard 1114 and send decoded sym 
bols for each pressed key to microprocessor 116 over bus 
1128. 

The display screen 1104 is an output device that displays 
images of data provided by the microprocessor 1116 via the 
peripheral bus 1124 or provided by other components in the 
computer system 1100. The printer device 1106 when oper 
ating as a printer provides an image on a sheet of paper or a 
similar Surface. Other output devices such as a plotter, 
typesetter, etc. can be used in place of, or in addition to, the 
printer device 1106. 
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The floppy disk driver 1108 and the hard disk drive 1110 
can be used to store various types of data. The floppy disk 
drive 1108 facilitates transporting such data to other com 
puter systems, and hard disk drive 1110 permits fast access 
to large amounts of stored data. 

The microprocessor 1116 together with an operating sys 
tem operate to execute computer code and produce and use 
data. The computer code and data may reside on the RAM 
1120, the ROM 1122, or the hard disk drive 1110. The com 
puter code and data could also reside on a removable pro 
gram medium and loaded or installed onto the computer 
system 1100 when needed. Removable program mediums 
include, for example, CD-ROM, PC-CARD, floppy disk and 
magnetic tape. 
The network interface 1112 is used to send and receive 

data over a network connected to other computer systems. 
An interface card or similar device and appropriate Software 
implemented by the microprocessor 1116 can be used to 
connect the computer system 1100 to an existing network 
and transfer data according to standard protocols. 
The keyboard 1114 is used by a user to input commands 

and other instructions to the computer system 1100. Other 
types of user input devices can also be used in conjunction 
with the present invention. For example, pointing devices 
Such as a computer mouse, a track ball, a stylus, or a tablet 
can be used to manipulate a pointer on a screen of a general 
purpose computer. 
The invention can also be embodied as computer readable 

code on a computer readable medium. The computer read 
able medium is any data storage device that can store data 
which can be thereafter be read by a computer system. 
Examples of the computer readable medium include read 
only memory, random-access memory, CD-ROMs, mag 
netic tape, optical data storage devices. The examples listed 
in the prior sentence are examples of computer readable 
storage media. The computer readable medium can also be 
distributed over a network coupled computer systems so that 
the computer readable code is stored and executed in a dis 
tributed fashion. 

Although the foregoing invention has been described in 
Some detail for purposes of clarity of understanding, it will 
be apparent that certain changes and modifications may be 
practiced within the scope of the appended claims. In 
addition, it should be understood that the various processing 
functions described above may be implemented both in sili 
con as hardware integrated circuits, or as Software code that 
may be stored and retrieved from any suitable storage 
medium. Accordingly, the present embodiments are to be 
considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the inven 
tion is not to be limited to the details given herein, but may 
be modified within the scope and equivalents of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A process method for driving a network interface 

card, comprising: 
providing a multi-port network interface card on a stand 

alone computer, the multi-port network interface card 
having at least three ports for connecting the stand 
alone computer to a one network, the at least three 
ports being capable of transmitting data from the stand 
alone computer to the network as transmit ports at the 
same time to a remote host attached to the network at 
an aggregated bandwidth of the at least three ports, a 
selected port from the at least three ports being capable 
of receiving data from the network as a primary receiv 
ing port, wherein the multi-port network interface card 
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is configured to transmit new data over a selected trans 
mit port while transmitting other data over the other 
transmit ports at the same time so as to improve load 
balancing of data from the stand-alone computer, 

initializing each of the at least three ports, the initializing 
further including, 
ascertaining the connection type for the ports, and 
Scanning the indices of a lookup table to determine if 

the ports are active; 
creating registry groups by selecting ports from the at 

least three ports: 
defining start time-out values to assist in the efficient load 

balancing of active ports; 
monitoring a status of the at least three ports between the 

Stand-alone computer and the network; 
detecting a failure in one of the at least three ports that 

connect the stand-alone computer to the network; 
upon detecting the failure in one of the ports, re-assigning 

data to be transmitted over the failed one of the at least 
three ports to an active port of the at least three ports, 
the active port being selected in a round robin tech 
nique in a manner such that data transfer load is auto 
matically redistributed over active ports; and 

receiving data over one of the at least three ports desig 
nated as the primary receiving port. 

2. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 1, wherein when the failed one of the at 
least three ports is the primary receiving port and wherein 
the receiving is assigned to a selected next active port 
selected in a round robin technique. 
3. A process method for driving a network interface card 

as recited in claim 2, wherein the selected next active port 
selected in the round robin technique is assigned a media 
access control address of the primary receiving port. 

4. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 3, wherein the network interface card 
transmits the new data in a load balanced manner over the at 
least three ports by: 

examining the at least three ports to determine whether 
any one of the at least three ports is free, 

if one or more ports are determined to be free, assigning 
data transfer to a next free port selected in a round robin 
manner, and 

if no ports are determined to be free, assigning data trans 
fer to a least busiest port among the more than two 
ports. 

5. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 4, wherein the load-balanced configura 
tion produces an increase in throughput between the stand 
alone computer and the network. 

6. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 3, wherein when the next active port 
transmits data, the transmitted data is tagged with the media 
access control address of the primary receiving port. 

7. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 1, further comprising: 

scanning the plurality of ports to ascertain whether each 
of the at least three ports is active; 

determining whether the primary port is active based on 
the Scanning: 

determining that the primary port is not active; 
determining that the primary port is assigned as the 

receiving port; and 
assigning a next active port of the plurality of ports with 

as the receiving port. 



card as recited in claim3, wherein the network interface card 
is configured through a graphical user interface, the configu 
ration comprising: 

network from a server computer system, comprising: 
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8. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 7, wherein the scanning the at least three 
ports to ascertain whether each of the at least three ports is 
active is periodically performed through a link check timer 
routine. 5 

9. A process method for driving a network interface card 
as recited in claim 8, wherein the link check timer routine 
has a time-out interval of between about 1 second and about 
10 seconds. 

10. A process method for driving a network interface 10 

performing a port configuration to assign a bandwidth to 
each of the at least three ports: 

performing a grouping of selected ones of the at least 
three ports to attain a group of load balanced transmis 
sion ports; and 

initializing the configured ports and the group of loadbal 
anced transmission ports. 

11. A process method for driving a network interface 

15 

card as recited in claim 10, wherein the graphical user inter 
face includes a ports configuration window for listing each 
of the at least three ports, and a configuration pull down 
window for manually assigning bandwidths or auto detect 
ing a default connection of selected ones of the at least three 
ports listed in the ports configuration window. 

12. A process method for driving a network interface 
card as recited in claim 10, wherein the graphical user inter 
face includes a port aggregation window for performing the 
grouping of selected ones of the at least three ports, and a 30 

status window for displaying an activity of each of the at 
least three ports assigned to selected groups of load balanced 
transmission ports. 

13. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 35 

providing a multi-port network interface card on the 
server computer system, the multi-port network inter 
face cad having at least three ports for connecting the 
server computer system to a network, the at least three 
ports being capable of transmitting data from the com 
puter as transmit ports at the same time to a remote host 
at an aggregated bandwidth of the at least three ports, a 
selected port from the at least three ports being capable 
of receiving data from the network as a primary receiv 
ing port, wherein the multi-port network interface card 
is configured to transmit new data over a selected trans 
mit port while transmitting other data over the other 
transmit ports at the same time so as to improve load 
balancing of data from the computer to the network; 

connecting the server computer system with the network 
through the at least three ports for communicating with 
a plurality of remote hosts coupled to the network; 

transmitting a load of data from the server computer sys 
tem through the at least three ports to the plurality of 
remote hosts, the transmitting further including, 
retrieving a destination address from the load of data, 
and 

determining whether the destination address is listed in 
a lookup table; 

detecting, by the server computer system, a failure in one 
of the at least three ports during a transmit to a selected 
one of the plurality of remote hosts; and 

redistributing, by the server computer system, the load of 
data assigned to the failed one of the at least three ports 65 
to an available port of the plurality of ports, the redis 
tributing further including, 
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determining if the available port is free by referring to the 

lookup table. 
14. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 

network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
13, further comprising: 

receiving data through one of the at least three ports des 
ignated as a primary receiving port. 

15. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
14, wherein when the primary receiving port fails, the 
method further comprises: 

receiving data through a next active port of the at least 
three ports selected in a round robin orientation. 

16. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
15, wherein when the next active port of the at least three 
ports is selected in response to a failure in the primary 
receiving port, wherein a port address of the primary receiv 
ing port is assigned to the next active port. 

17. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
16, wherein when a data packet is transmitted through the 
next active port, the data packet will transmit with the port 
address of the primary receiving port. 

18. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
17, wherein when the server computer receives data, the data 
is addressed to the port address of the primary receiving port 
when the primary receiving port is active as well as when the 
primary port is inactive, and the next active port is receiving. 

19. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
13, further comprising: 

monitoring activity of a plurality of links connecting the 
plurality of ports to selected ones of the plurality of 
remote hosts; 

detecting a failure in one of the plurality of links; 
redistributing the load of data assigned to one of the at 

least three ports connected to the failed one of the plu 
rality of links to an available port of the at least three 
ports, such that the available port is connected to an 
active one of the plurality of links. 

20. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
13, wherein the available port is a free port that is not cur 
rently transmitting. 

21. A method for transmitting and receiving data over a 
network from a server computer system as recited in claim 
20, wherein each of the at least three ports including the 
available port is currently transmitting; and 

selecting a least busy port of the at least three ports after 
detecting the failure in one of the at least three ports. 

22. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a multi-port network interface 
card having at least three ports for connecting a stand-alone 
computer system to a one network, the computer readable 
media comprising: 

program instructions for monitoring a status of the at least 
three ports of the multi-port network card that connects 
the computer to the network, the at least three ports 
being capable of transmitting data from the stand-alone 
computer system to the network as transmit ports at the 
same time to a remote host attached to the network at 
an aggregated bandwidth of the at least three ports, a 
selected port from the at least three ports being capable 
of receiving data from the network as a primary receiv 
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ing port, wherein the multi-port network interface card 
is configured to transmit new data over a selected trans 
mit port while transmitting other data over the other 
transmit ports at the same time so as to improve load 
balancing of data from the stand-alone computer sys- 5 
tem to the network; 

program instructions for building a port resolution table 
indexing connections to at least one remote host 
attached to the network that is communicating through 
a selected one of the at least three ports, the building 
further including instructions for, 
determining whether a host attached to the network is 

associated with the port resolution table by referring 
to a timer parameter; 

program instructions for periodically updating the port is 
resolution table after a predetermined time-out; and 

program instructions for performing a link check timer 
routine, the performing further including instructions 
for, 
determining if a receiver port of the at least three ports 20 

is active. 
23. A computer readable storage media containing pro 

gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 22, wherein the at least one remote host 
attached to the network is assigned host parameters identify- 25 
ing a media access control address of the at least one remote 
host attached to the network, a number assigned to the 
selected one of the at least three ports, and a timer. 

24. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 30 
recited in claim 22, wherein the timer is set to a logical one 
when communication is active through the selected one of 
the at least three ports. 

25. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 35 
recited in claim 23, wherein the timer is set to a logical Zero 
when communication is not active through the selected one 
of the at least three ports after the predetermined time-out. 

26. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 40 
recited in claim 23, further comprising: 

program instructions for removing the port resolution 
table index for the at least one remote host attached to 
the network when the timer is already set to the logical 
Zero and a pass is made through the port resolution 45 
table. 

27. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 23, wherein the when more than one remote 
host attached to the network is indexed to a same port reso- 50 
lution table entry, the more than one remote hosts are doubly 
linked to the same port resolution table entry. 

28. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 27, wherein the host parameters includes 55 
pointers for the doubly linked remote hosts attached to the 
network. 

29. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 22, wherein the predetermined time-out is 60 
between about 4 second and about 1 second. 

30. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card having 
at least three ports for connecting a stand-alone computer 
system to a one network, comprising: 65 

program instructions for monitoring a status of the at least 
three ports of the network interface card connected 
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between the stand-alone computer system and the 
network, the at least three ports being capable of trans 
mitting data from the stand-alone computer system to 
the network as transmit ports at the same time to a 
remote host attached to the network at an aggregated 
bandwidth of the at least three ports, a selected port 
from the at least three ports being capable of receiving 
data from the network as a primary receiving port, 
wherein the multi-port network interface card is config 
ured to transmit new data over a selected transmit port 
while transmitting other data over the other transmit 
ports at the same time so as to improve load balancing 
of data from the stand-alone computer system to the 
network; 

program instructions for initializing each of the at least 
three ports, the initializing further including instruc 
tions for, 
ascertaining the connection type for the ports, and 
Scanning the indices of a lookup table to determine if 

the ports are active; 
program instructions for detecting a failure in one of the at 

least three ports that connect the stand-alone computer 
system to the network; 

program instructions for re-assigning data transmitted 
over the failed one of the at least three ports to an active 
port of the at least three ports selected in a round robin 
technique such that data transfer load is automatically 
redistributed over active ports; and 

program instructions for receiving data over one of the at 
least three ports designated as a primary receiving port. 

31. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 30, wherein when the failed one of the at 
least three ports is the primary receiving port, the receiving 
is assigned to a next active port selected in a round robin 
technique. 

32. A computer readable storage media containing pro 
gram instructions for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 31, wherein the next active port selected in 
the round robin technique is assigned a media access con 
trol address of the primary receiving port. 

33. An apparatus for driving comprising: 
a network interface card having at least three ports for 

connecting a stand-alone computer system to a one 
network, the apparatus comprising: 

an apparatus for driving the network interface card, com 
prising: 

means for monitoring the status of the at least three ports 
connected between the stand-alone computer system 
and the network, the at least three ports being capable 
of transmitting data from the stand-alone computer sys 
tem to the network as transmit ports at the same time to 
a remote host attached to the network at an aggregated 
bandwidth of the at least three ports, a selected port 
from the at least three ports being capable of receiving 
data from the network as a primary receiving port, 
wherein the multi-port network interface card is config 
ured to transmit new data over a selected transmit port 
while transmitting other data over the other transmit 
ports at the same time so as to improve load balancing 
of data from the stand-alone computer system to the 
network; 

means for initializing each of the at least three ports, the 
initializing means further including, 
means for ascertaining the connection type for the 

ports, and 
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means for scanning the indices of a lookup table to 
determine if determining which of the ports are 
active; 

means for detecting a failure in one of the at least three 
ports connected to the network; 

means for re-assigning data transmitted over the failed 
one of the at least three ports to an active port one of 
the at least three ports that has been determined to be 
active, selected in a round robin technique such that 
data transfer load is automatically redistributed over 
active ports; and 

means for receiving data over one of the at least three 
ports designated as a primary receiving port. 

34. An apparatus for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 33, wherein when the failed one of the at 
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least three ports is the primary receiving port, the receiving 
is assigned to a next active port selected in a round robin 
technique. 

35. An apparatus for driving a network interface card as 
recited in claim 34, wherein the next active port selected in 
the round robin technique is assigned a media access con 
trol address of the primary receiving port. 

36. The apparatus for in claim 33, wherein the means for 
determining which of the at least three ports are active fur 
ther includes a means for scanning the indices of a lookup 
table to determine if the ports are active. 
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transmit port while transmitting other data over the other transmit ports at the same time 
so as to improve load balancing of data from the stand-alone server computer system to 
the network: 

connecting the stand-alone server computer system with the one network through 
the at least three ports for communicating with a plurality of remote hosts attached to the 
network; 

transmitting a load of data from the stand-alone server computer system through 
the at least three ports to the plurality of remote hosts, the transmitting further including, 
retrieving a destination address from the load of data; and 

selecting a first of the at least three ports through which to transmit the load of data 
using in this selection process the destination address contained in the load of data; 

detecting, by the stand-alone server computer system, a failure of the first of the at 
least three ports during a transmit to a selected one of the plurality of remote hosts; and 

selecting a second of the at least three ports through which to transmit the load of 
data, the selection process including a determination that the second port is available and 
functioning; and 
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redistributing, by the stand-alone server computer system, the load of data assigned 
to the first of the at least three ports to the second of the at least three ports. 

Column 20, claim 14, at line 3, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 14, at line 4, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 15, at line 8, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 15, at line 9, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 15, at line 13, please delete “ports selected in a round robin 
orientation. and replace with -port.-- 

Column 20, claim 16, at line 14, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 16, at line 15, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 17, at line 20, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 17, at line 21, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 18, at line 25, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 18, at line 26, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 18, at line 27, please delete “server computer, and replace with 
--Stand-alone server computer System-- 

Column 20, claim 19, at line 31, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 19, at line 32, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 20, at line 44, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 20, at line 45, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 20, claim 21, at line 48, please delete “a” and replace with --one-- 

Column 20, claim 21, at line 49, before “server, please insert-stand-alone-- 

Column 24, claim 34, at line 1, after “port,’’, please insert --and-- 


